Research Centres and Doctoral Schools accredited by UHA and the University of Strasbourg

Research Laboratories: UMR and antennes (+ 730 personnels and doctorants)

PhD students enrolled in 2019-2020: 266
PhDs completed in 2019: 37
PhD students having nationalities other than French: 59%

Towns: Colmar and Mulhouse
Campuses: Collines, Fonderie and Illberg in Mulhouse, Biopôle and Grillenbreit in Colmar

The Americas: 2,41%
Asia and Oceania: 7,5%
Europe (Non-UE): 11,43%
European Union: 24,00%
Africa: 54,62%

Origin of Foreign Students Studying at UHA

Receiving financial assistance: 22.39%
From the Upper Rhine region: 49,54%
From Alsace: 58,95%
 Apprenticeship programmes: 10,83%
Professional development: 9,76%
Graduated in 2017-2018: 4,16%

Qualifications Offered:
First Degrees: 37
Vocational Degree Programmes: 33
Master’s Programmes: 41
Engineering Degree and Master’s Programmes: 6
Preparatory Cycles: 41
PhDs awarded: 3
Professors newly empowered to direct research programmes: 3

Expenditures:
State: 72.7%
University Resources: 21.4%
Local organizations and other subventions: 3.3%
Miscellaneous: 1.6%
Europe: 6.9%

Sources of Income:
State: 72.7%
University Resources: 21.4%
Local organizations and other subventions: 3.3%
Miscellaneous: 1.6%
Europe: 6.9%
Student life: 1.3%

Academic places: 8
Teaching and research faculties: 4
Institutes of Technology: 2
Engineering Schools: 2
Lecturers and lecturer-researchers: 568
Specialist, invite, part-time lecturers: 1244
Administrative and technical personnel: 477
Surface area of university buildings: 117 930 m²
Surface area of campus green spaces: 32 ha

ANNUAL BUDGET

8 Phoenix

INTERNATIONAL

17% Students with non-French nationalities
93 Different nationalities represented
374 UHA students studying outside France on exchange programmes
220 Students studying at UHA coming from outside France
164 Partner universities in 23 European countries
704 Students enrolled upon bi-national or tri-national programmes

IVERS

10 540 Students

Enrolled by area of study:
37% Science, Technology and Health
35% Law, Economics and Management
19% Social Sciences
9% Arts, Literature and Languages

STUDENTS

58,95% From Alsace
49,54% From the Upper Rhine region
22,39% Receiving financial assistance
10,43% On apprenticeship programmes
5,20% Professional development
4,16% Graduated in 2017-2018

2 University access programmes
22 University Diplomas
12 DUT
37 First Degrees
33 Vocational Degree Programmes
41 Master’s Programmes
35 PhDs awarded
3 Professors newly empowered to direct research programmes
8 PhDs completed in 2019
266 PhD students enrolled in 2019-2020
57 PhDs completed in 2019
59% PhDs students having nationalities other than French

RESEARCH

13 Research Laboratories (UMR and antennes) (+ 730 personnels et doctorants)
3 Research Centres
7 Doctoral Schools accredited by UHA and the University of Strasbourg

OVERVIEW

2 Towns: Colmar and Mulhouse
5 Campuses: Biopôle and Drillenbreit in Colmar, Collines, Fonderie and Illberg in Mulhouse

568 Lecturers and lecturer-researchers
1244 Specialist, invite, part-time lecturers
477 Administrative and technical personnel
117 930 m² Surface area of university buildings
32 ha Surface area of campus green spaces

76.2 Million Euros in staff salaries (68.9%)
23.7 Million Euros in operational costs (21.4%)
10.8 Million Euros of capital investment (9.7%)